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Abstract

A harmonicNAgroup is a suitable solvable extension of a two-step nilpotent Lie groupN of Heisenberg
type byR+, which acts onN by anisotropic dilations. A hypergroup is a locally compact space for
which the space of Borel measures has a convolution structure preserving the probability measures and
satisfying suitable conditions. We describe a class of hypergroups associated toNA groups.
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0. Introduction

A hypergroup is a locally compact spaceX for which the spaceM.X/ of Borel
measures onX is a ∗-algebra satisfying suitable conditions (see [11]). Since any
symmetric spaceShas a hypergroupX.S/ naturally associated to it, Wildberger [12]
pointed out the following problem: for what more general Riemannian manifoldS
does the hypergroupX.S/make sense? In this paper we partially answer this question:
we introduce new examples of hypergroups associated to a class of harmonic spaces.
We recall that a Riemannian manifold is said to beharmonicif the volume density
depends only on the geodesic distance from a fixed point.

The NA groups considered in the paper are one-dimensional solvable extensions
of two-step nilpotent Lie groupsN of Heisenberg type equipped with a suitable Rie-
mannian metric [7]. The class of theseNAgroups includes all noncompact symmetric
spaces of rank one (the real hyperbolic spaces fit into this framework as degenerate
cases); however most of them are nonsymmetric harmonic spaces [7]. So far this class
of manifolds provides the only known examples of nonsymmetric harmonic spaces.
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In the paper we briefly describe hypergroups associated toNAgroups and their main
properties. We give the explicit expression for the convolution structure, which can be
deduced from a complicated formula proved by Flensted-Jensen and Koornwinder [9].
Finally we notice that hypergroups associated toNA groups of the same dimension
and such that the center of the Lie algebran of N have the same dimension are all
isomorphic.

1. Notation

Denote byM.X/ the space of Radon measures on a locally compact spaceX and
by M1.X/ the subset ofM.X/ of probability measures. The spaceM.X/ is the dual
of C0.X/, the space of continuous functions onX which vanish at infinity. We shall
write

. f; ¹/ =
∫

X

f .r /d¹.r / f ∈ C0.X/; ¹ ∈ M.X/:

Hypergroups

DEFINITION ([11]). A locally compact spaceX is a hypergroupif M.X/ is an
associative algebra with respect to a convolution? satisfying the following condi-
tions:

.1/ M1.X/ ? M1.X/ ⊂ M1.X/;

.2/ the convolution is separately continuous fromM1.X/ × M1.X/ in M1.X/ with
respect to the weak∗ topology;
.3/ the map.r; r ′/ 7→ Žr ? Žr ′ is continuous fromX × X in M.X/ with the weak∗

topology;
.4/ there exists an elemente in X, necessarily unique, such thatŽe ? ¹ = ¹ ? Že = ¹

for every¹ in M.X/;
.5/ there exists an involutive homomorphism fromX ontoX, r 7→ ř , which extends
naturally toM.X/ and satisfies.¼ ? ¹/̌ = ¹̌ ? ¼̌, for every¼ and¹ in M.X/.
.6/ r = r ′ if and only if e ∈ supp.Žr ′ ? Žř /;
.7/ for every compact setK ⊂ X and for every neighborhoodV of K , there exists
a neighborhoodU of e such that

.a/ if supp.¼/ ⊂ K and supp.¹/ ⊂ U , then supp.¼ ? ¹/; supp.¹ ? ¼/ ⊂ V ;

.b/ if supp.¼/ ⊂ K and supp.¹/ ⊂ Vc, then the supports of¼ ? ¹̌ and¼̌ ? ¹ are
disjoint fromU .

A characteron a commutative hypergroupX is a nontrivial, continuous, bounded
function � : X 7→ C such that.�; Žr ? Žr ′/ = �.r /�.r ′/, for everyr; r ′ in X. If
�.ř / = �.r /, for everyr in X, then� is an hermitian character.
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Harmonic NA groups Let n be a two-step real nilpotent Lie algebra, with an inner
product〈·; ·〉n. Write n as an orthogonal sumn = v ⊕ z, wherez is the center ofn.
For eachZ in z, define the mapJZ : v → v by the formula

〈JZ X; X′〉n = 〈[X; X′]; Z〉n ∀X; X′ ∈ v:

We say that the Lie algebran is H -typeif

J2
Z = −|Z|2Iv ∀Z ∈ z;

whereIv is the identity onv. The dimension ofv is even, dimv = 2m, say; we denote
the dimension of the centerz by k. A connected and simply connected Lie groupN
whose Lie algebra is anH -type algebra is said to be anH -type group.

Let NA be the semidirect product of the Lie groupsN andA = R
+ with respect to

the action ofA on N given by the dilations.X; Z/ 7→ .a1=2X;aZ/. As customary we
write .X; Z;a/ for the elementna = exp.X + Z/a, whereX is in v, Z in z anda in
A. It can easily be checked that the product law inNA is given by

.X; Z;a/.X′; Z ′;a′/ =
(

X + a1=2 X′; Z + aZ′ + 1

2
a1=2[X; X′];aa′

)
:

The inverse of.X; Z;a/ is .−a−1=2 X;−a−1Z;a−1/. We denote byQ = m + k the
homogeneous dimension ofN. A left Haar measure onNA is given by

dx = a−Q−1 d X d Z da;

whered X, d Z and da are Lebesgue measures onv, z andR+ respectively. We
endowNAwith the left-invariant Riemannian structure induced by the following inner
product on the Lie algebran⊕ R of NA

〈.X; Z; Þ/; .X′; Z ′; Þ ′/〉 = 〈.X; Z/; .X′ Z ′/〉 + ÞÞ′ X ∈ v; Z ∈ z; Þ ∈ R:

The expression of the volume density in geodesic polar coordinates is [1, 7]

3.²/ = 22Q
(
sinh

²

2

)2m+k (
cosh

²

2

)k

d²:

The fact that3 depends only on the geodesic distance² from the identity implies that,
as a Riemannian manifold,NA is a harmonic space [7]. Notice that once we have an
H -type algebran, the construction of the associatedNA group is straightforward.

We say that a functionF : NA → C is radial if F.x/ depends only on the geodesic
distance|x| of the pointx from the identityo = .0;0;1/ in NA.
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Given a locally integrable functionF on NA we denote byRF the radial function
onNA given by

RF.x/ =
∫

Sr

F.y/d¦r .y/ x ∈ NA; r = |x|;(1)

whereSr = {x ∈ NA : |x| = r } is the geodesic sphere of radiusr centered at the
identity and¦r is the surface measure supported onSr normalized so that

∫
Sr

d¦r = 1.
Given a measure¼ in M.NA/ we denote byR¼ the measure defined by the equality
.RF; ¼/ = .F;R¼/, for everyF in C0.NA/. We say that a measure¼ in M.NA/ is
radial if R¼ = ¼.

2. Hypergroups associated toNA groups

Let X be the locally compact space given by the half line[0;+∞/ endowed with
the Euclidean topology. Iff is in C0.X/ denote byF the radial function onNAdefined
by F.x/ = f .|x|/ for everyx in NA. For r andr ′ in X let Žr ? Žr ′ be the measure on
X defined by the equality

. f; Žr ? Žr ′/ = .F; ¦r ∗ ¦r / =
∫

Sr ′

∫
Sr

F.xy/d¦r .x/d¦r ′ .y/ ∀ f ∈ C0.X/:(2)

The convolution? naturally extends toM.X/.

THEOREM 2.1. The locally compact spaceX is a hypergroup with respect to the
convolution? defined by(2) and the involutionr 7→ ř = r on X.

PROOF. The proof is a verification of conditions (1)–(7) defining a hypergroup. A
detailed proof is given in [3].

Therefore we can associate a hypergroup to everyNA group. Our next aim is to
write the explicit expression for the convolution? defined by (2).

It is easy to see that3.u/du is a translation-invariant positive Radon measure on
the hypergroupX.

For any complex number½ denote by8½ : NA → C the spherical function onNA
associated to the eigenvalue−.½2 + Q2=4/ of the Laplace-Beltrami operator onNA.
The spherical function8½ is bounded if and only if|Im ½| ≤ Q=2 [7]. Denote

'½.r / = 8½.x/ if |x| = r:

It is easy to see that the set of the hermitian characters ofX is {'½ : ½ ∈ R ∪
[−i Q=2; i Q=2]}.
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The spherical functions{8½}½∈C onNAcan be expressed in terms of hypergeometric
functions. More precisely we have ( [1, 2])

'½.r / = 2F1

(
Q=2− i½;Q=2+ i½; .2m + k + 1/=2;− sinh2.r=2/

)
;

where2F1 denotes the hypergeometric function according to the notation in [8].
Flensted-Jensen and Koornwinder proved the following equality [9, formulae (4.2)

and (4.17)]

'½.r /'½.t/ =
∫ +∞

0

'½.u/T.r; t;u/3.u/du ∀r; t ∈ [0;+∞/;(3)

where foru =∈ .|r − t |; |r + t |/

T.r; t;u/ = 0

and for|r − t | < u < |r + t |

T.r; t;u/ = 0..2m + k + 1/=2/

22Q
√
³0.m/0.k=2/

.sinh.r=2/ sinh.t=2/ sinh.u=2//−2m−k+1

×
∫ ³

0

(
g.r;t;u/.�/

)m−1

+ .sin�/k−1 d�;

with g.r;t;u/.�/ = 1−(
coshr

2

)2 − (
cosht

2

)2 − (
coshu

2

)2 +2 coshr
2

cosht
2

coshu
2

cos� .
Here.z/+ = z for z> 0 and.z/+ = 0 for z ≤ 0.

THEOREM 2.2. For everyr andt in X = [0;+∞/, we have

d .Žr ? Žr ′/ .u/ = T.r; t;u/d�.u/ ∀u ∈ X:

PROOF. Let r andt be in X and letx andy be inNA such that|x| = r and|y| = t .
In [7] the following relation is proved

R .x8½/ .y/ = 8½.x/8½.y/ = '½.r /'½.t/ ∀½ ∈ C;

wherex8½.y/ := 8½.xy/. For |Im½| ≤ Q=2, denote bŷF.½/ = ∫
NA F.x/8½.x/dx

the spherical transform of an integrable radial functionF onNA.
Let f be aC∞ function with compact support onX and defineF : NA → C

by F.x/ = f .|x|/, for everyx in NA. By the inversion formula for the spherical
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transform onNA [10] and by the Fubini Theorem we have

. f; Žr ? Žr ′/ =
∫

Sr

∫
St

F.xy/d¦r .x/d¦t .y/

=
∫

Sr

∫
St

c
∫ +∞

−∞
F̂.½/8½.xy/|c.½/|−2 d½d¦r .x/d¦t .y/

= c
∫ +∞

−∞

∫
Sr

R .x8½/ .y/d¦r .x/F̂.½/|c.½/|−2 d½

= c
∫ +∞

−∞
'½.r /'½.t/F̂.½/|c.½/|−2 d½

= c
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

0

'½.u/T .r; t;u/3.u/duF̂ .½/|c.½/|−2 d½

=
∫ +∞

0

f .u/T.r; t;u/3.u/du;

wherec is a constant depending only onm andk and

c.½/ = 2Q−2i ½0.2i½/0..2m + k + 1/=2/

0.Q=2 + i½/0..m + 1/=2 + i½/
:

It is known that if n = v ⊕ z andn′ = v′ ⊕ z′ are H -type algebra such that
dimn = dimn′ and dimz = dimz′ thenn andn′ are not necessarily isomorphic (see
[5]); however, the associated hypergroups are isomorphic.

THEOREM 2.3. If n = v ⊕ z andn′ = v′ ⊕ z′ are two H -type algebras such that
dimn = dimn′ anddimz = dimz′, then the hypergroups associated toexp.n + R/

andexp.n′ + R/ are isomorphic.

PROOF. Although the result follows by Theorem2.2, we give here a different proof
which does not involve formula (3). From (2) and from the expression of the product
law in NA it is clear that the result follows if we prove that the convolution of radial
functions onNA does not depend on the bracket of the Lie algebran. Fix a point
.X′′; Z ′′;a′′/ in NA and let.0; Z ′;a′/ be inNA such that|.X′′; Z ′′;a′′/| = |.0; Z ′a′/|.
Let F and9 be radial functions onNA. SinceF ∗ 9 is a radial function onNA, we
have

.F ∗9/.X′′; Z ′′;a′′/

= .F ∗9/.0; Z ′;a′/

=
∫

NA

F.X; Z;a/9
(
.X; Z;a/−1.0; Z ′;a′/

)
a−Q−1d Xd Zda:

=
∫

NA

F.X; Z;a/9
(−a−1=2X;a−1.Z ′− Z/;a′a−1

)
a−Q−1d Xd Zda:
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We are done since the last expression does not depend on the Lie bracket ofn.

REMARK. Wildberger [12] noted that there is a hypergroup associated to any
Gelfand pair.G; K /. WhenNA is a noncompact symmetric spaceG=K , the compact
Lie groupK acts transitively on the geodesic spheres ofG=K ; moreover.G; K / is a
Gelfand pair. For a genericNA harmonic space does not exist a groupK with these
properties (see [6]); however it is possible to generalize the theory of Gelfand pairs to
this situation [4]. Let us give more information on this topic.

Damek and Ricci [7] introduced the notion of an averaging projectionR on a Lie
groupS, which is an idempotent operator on the space ofC∞ functions with compact
support onSsatisfying suitable conditions. The functions in the image ofR are called
radial. The convolution of radial functions is a radial function and the spaceL1

R
.S/

of radial integrable functions is a Banach algebra. If the convolution algebraL1
R
.S/

is commutative it plays the same role played by the Banach algebraL1.K \G=K / in
the theory of Gelfand pairs [4]. Damek and Ricci [7] proved that the operatorR
defined by (1) is an averaging projection onNA and that the Banach algebraL1

R
.NA/

is commutative.
This point of view is not emphasized in this paper, however we think that it could

be interesting to study connections between hypergroups and Lie groups admitting an
averaging projection.
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